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SCRRRREEEECCCHHHHHH!!! The two pups, Lilly and Sam scrambled to their feet after waking
from the screech. Suddenly, their owner Jamie, who was in the sixth grade, hopped on a big yellow blob
with four wheels. As the pups watched the big doors close, they hopped right on the bus just in time!
"Whoa, sure is bouncy!" Lilly exclaimed, as the big blob bounce around. More screeches and stopping
occurred until they finally reached Longhorn Middle School where they saw a million kids, a bundle of
staff, and a flag with a longhorn on it. All of the kids got off, including Jamie. The pups followed her off.
Jamie got to this weird door that was small and had a lock. She opened it and her friends came and the
chatted for a while. "I'm bored," Sam groaned. "Fine, let's explore!" exclaimed Lilly. As a custodian
walked by with a cart the pups scampered on and rode away. "Bye, Jamie!" hollered the pups.

They arrived by a door labeled, "Science." They quietly walked in while the teacher said, "And
that's where babies come from. Any questions?" The class was asleep, some out cold. "Whoa, is this
napping class?" Sam asked eagerly. The pups crawled under the teacher's desk and drifted asleep.
RRRRIIIIIIIINNNNNNGGGGG!!! The bell rang. The pups popped up like popcorn kernels. They saw
everyone was gone but heard a commotion. As they stepped outside they smelled the best smell
ever....chicken! They ran to the smell and followed it to the cafeteria.

They saw students eating their lunches and saw the most amazing thing. Floor food! They ate it
until their heart's content! Then they saw Jamie walking out with her friends so the pups followed them
to reading class. Minutes passed and then Jamie raised her hand and exclaimed, "Can I go to the
bathroom?" "Fine, but hurry!" proclaimed the teacher. When she got up the pups followed her into the
bathroom. She went into a stall and the pups went in one, too. "Boost me!" exclaimed Lilly. "Whoa,
whoa !" yelled Sam. SPLASH ! ! ! Lilly fell in and clogged the toilet. "What does this do?" Sam asked as he

pulled the toilet handle. Glub, glub, glub. The toilet clogged and over-flowed. Sam yanked Lilly out and
they ran.
"School is over early due to a flood" the principal hollered. "Quick!" said Sam. The pups jumped
like jelly beans on to the big yellow blob. They finally arrived home and jumped into the grass, as if they
were there the whole time. Jamie's mom curiously asked, "Here so early?" "Mom, wait until I tell you!!
So, I was in the bathroom and...." Jamie said while closing the door, her voice faded in the house. Lilly
and Sam looked at each other and giggled. "What a crazy adventure!" Sam exclaimed, panting on his
back. "Tell me about it. Can't wait for the next one." Lilly proclaimed. And the two pups took a nice
loooong nap.

